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I. Introduction

Research Question

If winning re-election is the only goal of an incumbent politician, should the governors of five states—Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee—have accepted Medicaid expansion prior to the Republican primaries in 2014 (AL, GA, SC, TN) and 2015 (MS)?

Argument

If winning re-election is the only goal of an incumbent politician, the governors of five states—Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee—should not have accepted Medicaid expansion prior to the Republican primaries in 2014 (AL, GA, SC, TN) and 2015 (MS).

In each state, the incumbent Republican governor faced a greater threat of losing an upcoming election from a Republican primary challenger than a Democratic challenger in the general election. In order to win election, the incumbent Republican governor candidate should have chosen to appeal to conservative voters by turning down Medicaid expansion rather than attempting to appeal to more centrist voters by accepting it. The threat to winning an upcoming election would be greater from a Republican candidate that presented a more conservative position on Medicaid expansion than a Democratic candidate that presented a more liberal position on Medicaid expansion. In my paper, I argue that the negative political implications of supporting Medicaid expansion are greater than the positive political implications of supporting it.
My paper does not argue that there is a particular mathematical formula or equation for an incumbent Republican governor to consider when deciding their position on an issue like Medicaid expansion. I do not argue that there are a specific set of characteristics of a state to consider when deciding whether to support a policy proposal. There may be a specific set, but they are qualitative rather than quantitative. I do not use an equation like the multivariate linear regression equation (with coefficients representing various characteristics of a state) listed below to argue for my position.

\[ Y = \alpha + \beta_1X_1 + \beta_2X_2 + \beta_3X_3 \]

The model only explains the political decisions of politicians in the five states prior to the Republican primaries in 2014 and 2015. I do not argue that the model could be applied to states outside of the listed five states. In addition, I do not argue that the model explains the political decisions of the politicians in the five states after the Republican primaries in 2014 and 2015. There is no out-of-sample predictability.

**Timeline**

Congress passed the Social Security Amendments of 1965, and President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the bill into law. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation (n.d.), the law established Medicaid to “provide health insurance for low-income children, caretaker relatives, the elderly, the blind, and individuals with disabilities.” According to the National Center for Policy Analysis (2012), “Medicaid provides federal subsidies for state-run health care programs that meet federal standards.”

President Barack Obama signed into law The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 after Congress passed the bill. No Republican in the House of Representatives or Senate
voted for passage of the bill. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation (n.d.), the law expanded Medicaid eligibility to “nearly all adults with family income at or below 138% of the federal poverty level.” In addition, the law included a 100% federal match rate from 2014-2016, a declining match rate from 2017-2019 (from 100% to 90%), and a 90% federal match rate in 2020 and beyond.

In 2012, the Supreme Court of the United States issued a ruling on *National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius*. Oyez (n.d.) found the following:

“Chief Justice Roberts, with Justices Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, Breyer, Alito, and Kagan, concluded that the Medicaid expansion provisions was unconstitutionally coercive as written. Congress does not have the authority under the Spending Clause to threaten the states with complete loss of Federal funding of Medicaid, if the states refuse to comply with the expansion.”

According to the Kaiser Family Foundation (n.d.), the decision upheld the constitutionality of The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, “but makes the Medicaid expansion effectively a state option.” States can choose to maintain pre-ACA Medicaid eligibility levels or expand Medicaid.

My paper focuses on the period of time between June 28, 2012, (when the Supreme Court of the United States decided on *National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius*) and the Republican primary elections of 2014 (AL, GA, SC, TN) and 2015 (MS). All five governors had the entire legislative year of 2013—and additional time during both the end of 2012 and beginning of 2014—to declare support for and implement Medicaid expansion. However, none of the governors declared support for Medicaid expansion in any of the five states during the period of time between June 28, 2012, and the Republican primary elections of 2014 and 2015.
My paper attempts to explain why all the five governors improved their chances of winning re-election by opposing Medicaid expansion during the time period.

**Choice of States**

The five states—Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee—satisfy the following selection criteria:

1. Turned down Medicaid expansion prior to Republican primaries in 2014 and 2015
2. Former members of the Confederate States of America
3. Supported the Republican presidential candidate in 2008 and 2012
4. Governor sought re-election in the state

**Interesting Question**

The research question is interesting for three reasons:

1. Polls suggest that a majority of either residents or registered voters support Medicaid expansion in all five states. Sources: AL, GA, MS, SC – (Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies, 2013), and TN – (Boucher, 2015c)
   
   A. Alabama: 64.2% of residents view it favorably
   B. Georgia: 61.0% of residents view it favorably
   C. Mississippi: 58.6% of residents view it favorably
   D. South Carolina: 65.2% of residents view it favorably
   E. Tennessee: 64% of registered voters view it favorably

2. Federal government assumes 100 percent of costs of expansion until after 2016 and federal government assumes 90 percent of costs of expansion after 2020. In addition, state governments

...
can agree with the federal government to end the expansion if either federal or private funding for the program changes. According to TennCare (2016), Insure Tennessee is an example of this agreement.

3. Medicaid expansion provides health coverage to low-income people that did not have health coverage prior to the expansion.

**Roadmap for Paper**

The consequences of supporting or opposing a piece of legislation for a politician are very difficult to determine. Given the challenges of proving causality between taking a position on a piece of legislation and electoral consequences, I do not argue that supporting or opposing Medicaid expansion guaranteed an electoral victory or loss. In addition, I do not argue that supporting or opposing the legislation guaranteed a specific percentage of the vote (for example, the decision of Governor Haslam of Tennessee to support Medicaid expansion caused him to lose 4 percentage points in his recent primary election).

Despite the challenges of determining the effect of taking a position on a piece of legislation, politicians routinely seek advice on legislation that is presented to them. The advisors use effective research and language to convince their clients of the merits of a particular decision. In my paper, I use the same technique to argue that the governors in five states—Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee—should not have supported the expansion of Medicaid in their states. However, I do not argue that there is a specific electoral impact of making the decision. Instead, I argue that the decision will have a general positive impact on their ability to win re-election.
In the next section of the paper, I summarize the arguments of the proponents and opponents of Medicaid expansion in each of the five states. The following part of the paper includes an analysis of the major points to consider when deciding to take a position on Medicaid expansion. A conclusion is provided at the end of the paper.

II. States

A. Alabama

Summary

Governor Bentley opposed Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care Act. In order to expand Medicaid, Governor Bentley would need approval from the state legislature. Medicaid expansion did not occur in Alabama.

Arguments for Medicaid expansion in Alabama

1. Jim Carnes, Policy Director for Alabama Rise

   Jim Carnes participated in the Alabama Health Care Improvement Task Force. He is the policy director for Alabama Rise, an advocacy group for low-income families (Chandler, 2014).

   Carnes compared the expansion of Medicaid in Alabama to NASA announcing that they “planned a $1 billion investment in Alabama” (Lyman, 2015). He argued that Medicaid expansion could help relieve financial burdens on the General Fund and the Corrections department.

   The task force did not specifically call for Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care Act (Cason, 2015). However, Carnes shared the group’s desire to close the “coverage gap that
makes health insurance inaccessible to hundreds of thousands of Alabamians.” He claimed that the expansion of access to health care is “a family values issues” and “an economic development issue” (Lyman, 2015).

2. State Senator Gerald Dial, R-Lineville

Senator Gerald Dial participated in the Alabama Health Care Improvement Task Force. Also, he said “Medicaid expansion is critical for rural areas like his east Alabama district” (Cason, 2015).

3. Parker Griffith, 2014 Democratic Candidate for Governor

Parker Griffith criticized Governor Bentley for his refusal to expand Medicaid. “I think it will be good, not only for the people of Alabama, but for the hospitals of Alabama,” Griffith said (Chandler, 2014).

4. Danne Howard, Executive Vice President and Chief Policy Officer for the Alabama Hospital Association

Danne Howard said that “70 percent of hospitals in the state operate in the red’ (Lyman, 2015). The state’s rural hospitals face looming cuts to one of their major revenue sources.

The Affordable Care Act began reducing disproportionate share hospital payments in 2014 to reduce the uncompensated care burden (Lyman, 2015). Many rural hospitals rely on the funds to treat low-income patients. The cuts will be significant by 2018. According to Howard, “you get the cut whether you expand Medicaid or not.”
5. Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation released a study that “found that eight states that had expanded Medicaid—including Kentucky and Arkansas, the only two southern states to do so—had seen savings and revenue gains of $1.8 billion, due to enhanced matches for programs, more provider revenues and states seeing some costs absorbed by Medicaid” (Lyman, 2015).

6. State Senate Minority Leader Quinton Ross, D-Montgomery

Senator Minority Leader Quinton Ross criticized Governor Bentley for not expanding Medicaid. “He keeps talking about studying the issue, and exploring the issue, but we still haven’t had any action,” said Senator Quinton Ross (Lyman, 2015).

Senator Quinton Ross issued a statement after the task force gave its recommendation. “I think it is clear that we need to expand Medicaid, based on the recommendation of the task force, and based on what the Democratic Caucus has been saying all along,” said Senator Quinton Ross (Cason, 2015). “The best thing the governor can do for the citizens of the state of Alabama and the state’s economy is to expand Medicaid.”

7. Robin Rudowitz, Associate Director of the Kaiser Family Foundation Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured

Robin Rudowitz said that an effect of Medicaid expansion is “a drop in the uninsured rate in states that have expanded” (Lyman, 2015). In addition, Rudowitz claimed that people who have health coverage and Medicaid coverage are more likely to have better access to care, find financial stability, and not postpone care they need.
8. The University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Public Health

A 2012 UAB study by David J. Becker, Ph.D. and Michael A. Morrissey, Ph.D. estimated that “roughly 300,000 would enroll in Medicaid if the state expanded the program, with about 80 percent of those without insurance” (Lyman, 2015).

The UAB School of Public Health released a policy brief in 2015 that said “Medicaid expansion would produce new revenues to health care providers that would result in $1.2 billion per year in new revenue” (Cason, 2015).

9. Dr. John Waits, Family Practice Physician in Centreville

Dr. John Waits participated on the Alabama Health Care Improvement Task Force. According to Dr. Waits, “Medicaid expansion would not only help the uninsured but would improve the economy by creating jobs and providing for a healthier workforce” (Cason, 2015). In addition, it allows doctors to “go to underserved areas and pay their employees and keep their practice open.”

10. Kyle Whitmire, AL.com Columnist

Kyle Whitmire suggests that Alabama should expand Medicaid because of its poor ranking on many indicators of public health (Whitmire, 2015). Alabama is 49th in infant mortality and 48th in life expectancy. It has the fifth worst rate of obesity in the country and the second worst rate of diabetes. In addition, more than half of the births in the state are covered by Medicaid.

Whitmire suggests that fear of additional government spending by the opposition is disingenuous. He claims that “Alabama under Bentley’s leadership had no qualms accepting
federal disaster relief funds” after tornadoes tore through Alabama in 2011, and that the administration does not “hesitate to pay out a dollar in incentives to get dimes back in economic impact” (Whitmire, 2015).

**Arguments against Medicaid expansion in Alabama**

1. **Governor Robert Bentley**

   Governor Robert Bentley did not take a position on the recommendations by the Alabama Health Care Improvement Task Force (Cason, 2015). He said his administration might “pursue a way to cover more people through an Alabama-specific plan.” In 2012, Governor Bentley said he “will not expand Medicaid as it exists under the current structure because it is broken” (Chandler, 2014). In his 2014 State of the State Address, he said that it is not his goal “to put more people on Medicaid but to have less” (Whitmire, 2015).

   In order to accept federal Medicaid expansion dollars to increase coverage, Governor Bentley said “a program would have to use the private sector to insure people and also put work and job training requirements on them” (Chandler, 2014).

2. **State Representative Steve Clouse, R-Ozark**

   According to House Ways and Means General Fund chairman Steve Clouse, raising taxes would be a major obstacle to expanding Medicaid in Alabama. “There’s not going to be any will in the vast majority of the people in the House to raise taxes for the next few years,” he said (Lyman, 2015).
3. State Senator Trip Pittman, R-Montrose

Senator Trip Pittman, the incoming chairman of the Senate’s General Fund committee (which oversees Medicaid funding), thought “the negative effects on work ethic outweigh any benefit people assign to Medicaid expansion” (Lyman, 2015). Also, the effect of expanding Medicaid on the federal deficit concerned Senator Pittman.

B. Georgia

Summary

Governor Deal opposed Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care Act. On April 15, 2014, he signed House Bill 990. It declared that Medicaid expansion “could only occur by an act of the General Assembly” (Galloway, 2015a). The General Assembly did not expand Medicaid in Georgia.

Arguments for Medicaid expansion in Georgia

1. State House Minority Leader Stacey Abrams, D-Atlanta

House Minority Leader Stacey Abrams argued that Georgia has “15 rural hospitals that are in jeopardy in north and south Georgia that are facing ruin” if Medicaid is not expanded (Wright, 2015). “For roughly 1 percent of the state’s annual budget, we can create 56,000 jobs, earn $6.5 billion in economic impact, and generate more than $220 million in state and local taxes,” Representative Abrams said (Parrish, 2016).
2. Secretary Sylvia Burwell, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Secretary Sylvia Burwell noted that the effects of turning down Medicaid expansion in states “are on individuals’ health and financial wellbeing” (Blau, 2015). She suggested that Medicaid expansion helps to solve the problems of rural hospital closures and high uncompensated care costs.

3. Dr. Cathy Cook, Cook Dental Care

Dr. Cathy Cook argued that the system is flawed because uninsured people get medical care in the emergency room, where “it costs 10 times more to treat patients” (Wright, 2015). “We have room to positively impact patients to expand and offer more care,” Dr. Cook said.

4. Blake Fulenwider, former Deputy Commissioner for the Georgia Department of Community Health

Blake Fulenwider noted that a component of the ACA, the gradual elimination of extra federal funds targeted for hospitals that serve large numbers of indigent, non-paying patients, is “a big hammer” hanging over Georgia (Galloway, 2015b). The cuts to those funds are expected to begin taking effect in 2018. Without the expansion of Medicaid, states like Georgia will cover much of the cost of indigent care. “We’re on the third [congressional] delay of implementation of those cuts, with a cliff that is getting deeper and deeper every year,” Fulenwider said.

5. U.S. Representative Hank Johnson, D-Georgia

U.S. Representative Hank Johnson called Governor Deal’s decision to not accept Medicaid expansion “penny wise but pound foolish” (Malloy, 2012). According to U.S.
Representative Johnson, the $36 billion federal spending infusion from Medicaid expansion would help the economy.

**6. Brian Robinson, former Chief Spokesman for Governor Deal**

Brian Robinson argued that turning down Medicaid expansion hurts economic development in Georgia. “This greatly hinders the state’s hopes of ever bringing another industrial or IT firm or any other major employer into that area,” Robinson said (Galloway, 2015b).

**7. Cindy Zeldin, Executive Director of Georgians for a Healthy Future**

Cindy Zeldin argued that Medicaid expansion is an “opportunity of a lifetime to address the intractable and abysmal health access and outcome indicators we have in Georgia by covering some of the uninsured” (Malloy, 2012).

**Arguments against Medicaid expansion in Georgia**

**1. Governor Nathan Deal**

Governor Nathan Deal argued that Georgia cannot afford Medicaid expansion. He said “the state matching funds that ultimately would be required would bust the budget” (Galloway, 2015a). Regarding the matching funds from the federal government, Governor Deal noted that “it is probably unrealistic to expect the promise to be fulfilled in the long term, simply because of the financial status that the federal government is in” (Malloy, 2012). In his 2016 State of the State address, he reported that Medicaid expansion “would have cost the state more than $200 million in the upcoming budget (Parrish, 2016).
2. State House Speaker David Ralston, R-Blue Ridge

State House Speaker David Ralston did not trust the federal government to support Medicaid expansion in Georgia. “The costs are enormous and there is little faith that the federal government will live up to the funding requirements of Obamacare as it stands now,” Ralston said (Malloy, 2012).

C. Mississippi

Summary

Governor Bryant opposed Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care Act. In order to expand Medicaid, Governor Bentley would need approval from the state legislature. Medicaid expansion did not occur in Mississippi.

Arguments for Medicaid expansion in Mississippi

1. Roy Mitchell, Mississippi Health Advocacy Program

According to the Associated Press (2014a), Roy Mitchell said “bus drivers, cashiers, day care workers and many others are in jobs that provide modest paychecks but no health insurance coverage”. By not expanding Medicaid, Mitchell argued that “these are the people the governor is punishing.”

2. Robert Pugh, former Director of Mississippi Primary Care Association

According to the Associated Press (2014a), Robert Pugh argued that “a sick child cannot learn, and a sick adult cannot earn”. His organization, Mississippi Primary Care Association,
endorsed Medicaid expansion during a news conference. They hope that Medicaid expansion will provide health care to the uninsured patients.

**3. The White House**

The White House argues that there are far-reaching consequences for Mississippi if they continue to turn down Medicaid expansion, “with major implications for the health of their citizens and their economies” (Nave & Smith, 2015). It concludes: "States can improve access to essential medical care, reduce financial hardship, improve their citizens' physical and mental health, and claim billions of dollars in federal funding that could raise their citizens' standard of living and make their economies more resilient in the future."

**Arguments against Medicaid expansion in Mississippi**

**1. Governor Phil Bryant**

Governor Phil Bryant argued that “there is a very real possibility that the federal government, which has saddled itself with outrageous debt, will not even have the money to pay for some of the promises it has made” (Bryant, 2013). He supported the contention with the recent Government Accountability Office report on the long-term costs of the Affordable Care Act. Also, in his guest editorial, Governor Bryant argued that “the 2014 onset of Obamacare—without a Medicaid expansion—will add $32 million to Mississippi’s existing Medicaid expenditures.” Even though Mississippi would pay no more than 10 percent of medical costs for newly eligible enrollees after 2016 with the expansion, Governor Bryant “vehemently opposed expanding Medicaid as too costly” (Pugh, 2015).
2. State Representative John Moore, R-Brandon

According to the Associated Press (2014a), Representative John Moore argued that it should be relatively hard to get on Medicaid. He made the statement during state budget hearings.

D. South Carolina

Summary

Governor Haley opposed Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care Act. In order to expand Medicaid, Governor Haley would need approval from the state legislature. Medicaid expansion did not occur in South Carolina.

Arguments for Medicaid expansion in South Carolina

1. U.S. Representative James Clyburn, D-South Carolina

U.S. Representative James Clyburn argued that individuals in the Medicaid coverage gap “are one illness away from bankruptcy” (Clyburn, 2014). In addition, he argued that hospitals and businesses in South Carolina suffer without Medicaid expansion because more people visit emergency rooms. Also, Clyburn stated that South Carolina would gain “$9.3 million in revenue from the Medicaid program” because from 2014 to 2020, “the required state match would be $442.2 million, South Carolina’s administrative cost would be $192.6 million, and the state tax revenue generated would be $644.1 million.”
2. Rozalynn Goodwin, Vice President for Community Engagement for the S.C. Hospital Association

Rozalynn Goodwin said that “this state will forfeit nearly $12 billion federal dollars available for Medicaid expansion between 2014 and 2020” (Sausser, 2015). Her organization, the S.C. Hospital Association, supports Medicaid expansions.

3. State Senator Darrell Jackson, D-Columbia

Senator Darrell Jackson argued that “extending Medicaid coverage to an estimated 200,000 poor adults will benefit the state in a tangible, rather than symbolic, way” (Adcox, 2015).

4. State Senator Joel Lourie, D-Columbia

Senator Joel Lourie argued that expanding Medicaid would continue the work of Senator Pinckney, one of the nine victims of the Charleston massacre at the Mother Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church (Adcox, 2015).

5. State House Minority Leader Todd Rutherford, D-Columbia

House Minority Leader Todd Rutherford said that “South Carolina can't continue to turn its nose to the potential tens of thousands of additional health care jobs and economic activity” that Medicaid expansion would bring (Adcox, 2015).
6. The White House

A White House report shows that an “estimated 160,000 South Carolina residents would qualify for Medicaid next year if the state expanded the health insurance program” (Sausser, 2015). In addition, the White House “projects an additional 23,300 people in South Carolina would get a cholesterol screening, 6,500 more women would get a mammogram and 9,700 more women would get cervical cancer screening next year if the state expanded Medicaid.” The additional health care access would “save 190 lives in South Carolina,” according to the White House report. Finally, the White House argued that Medicaid expansion would help the South Carolina economy by putting additional federal funds into the state.

7. Jimmy Williams, former MSNBC Political Contributor

Jimmy Williams argued that South Carolina should accept Medicaid expansion to give health coverage to the 340,000 additional people that fall in the coverage gap (Williams, 2014).

Arguments against Medicaid expansion in South Carolina

1. Governor Nikki Haley

According to CBS Atlanta (2013), Governor Nikki Haley spoke at a Conservative Political Action Conference, and she declared that South Carolina “will not expand Medicaid on President Obama’s watch.” She explained that the expansion will “bust our budgets.”

2. Ted Pitts, President & CEO of the S.C. Chamber of Commerce

Ted Pitts questioned the accuracy of a White House report on the Affordable Care Act. “South Carolina should not read too much into a report commissioned by the federal government
that says the federal government was right on the Affordable Care Act, especially in the early stages of some states expanding Medicaid,” said Pitts (Sausser, 2015).

E. Tennessee

Summary

Governor Haslam worked with the Obama Administration to develop a two year pilot program called Insure Tennessee. The program accesses federal funds that were intended for Medicaid expansion in Tennessee. According to the State of Tennessee (n.d.), the Insure Tennessee plan “introduces market principles to Medicaid, provides coverage to more than 200,000 low-income Tennesseans at no additional cost to taxpayers, and leverages a payment reform initiative that is working to control healthcare costs and improve the quality of care.” Governor Haslam announced Insure Tennessee on December 15, 2014. By that time, he had already won the Republican primary and general election to serve as Governor of Tennessee for a second term. In 2015, the Insure Tennessee legislation could not get out of a state congressional committee for a vote in either the entire State Senate of State House of Representatives. Medicaid expansion did not occur in Tennessee.

Arguments for Medicaid expansion in Tennessee

1. U.S. Representative Jim Cooper, D-Tennessee

According to the Associated Press (2014b), U.S. Representative Jim Cooper argued that “expanding health insurance to more Tennesseans is the right thing to do for patients, hospitals and businesses.”
2. Governor Bill Haslam

According to the State of Tennessee (n.d.), Insure Tennessee is “financed entirely by Tennessee’s hospitals and will not create any new taxes for Tennesseans or add any state cost to the budget.” In addition, the design of Insure Tennessee is “based on private market principles that provide incentives for participants to engage in their health care by actively managing their costs.”

3. Michele Johnson, Executive Director of the Tennessee Justice Center

Michele Johnson said “many uninsured residents are working in low-wage jobs and simply can't afford insurance” (Sher, 2015). In addition, others in the coverage gap are “in pain and they're anxious.”

4. The University of Tennessee, Knoxville Center for Business & Economic Research

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville Center for Business & Economic Research noted that the additional health care spending from Insure Tennessee would “create $909 million in new income for residents of the state,” and “support 15,000 full-time equivalent jobs in Tennessee” (Fox, Harris, & Murray, 2015, p. 9). In addition, the new activity would generate “millions of additional sales tax dollars for the state and for local governments across Tennessee.”

Insure Tennessee is projected to improve the health of workers, public health, and efficiency of medical treatment (Fox, Harris, & Murray, 2015, p. 18). Also, the program “will reduce the charitable care and bad debt costs that are spread throughout the system.” Finally, the Center for Business & Economic Research note that “Insure Tennessee’s resulting inflow of
federal funds will help shore up the balance sheets of hospitals which have faced physician and staff cuts during the previous years.”

**Arguments against Medicaid expansion in Tennessee**

1. **State Representative Jeremy Durham, R-Franklin**

   Representative Jeremy Durham expressed skepticism of “Haslam’s contention that the state wouldn’t be saddled with costs from expansion” (Pradhan, 2015). “The idea that there would be no state dollars [involved], I just don’t find that realistic,” Durham said.

2. **State House Speaker Beth Harwell, R-Nashville**

   State House Speaker Beth Harwell expressed concern about the caps on enrollment in the Medicaid expansion program. "We were told it would be a program for about 280,000. The reality is there are about 400,000 people who qualify," she said (Locker, 2015). In addition, Harwell said that she “would have liked to have seen a disenrollment plan on the front end, with some kind of safety net built in because you can't take (coverage) away from people without a transition plan.”

   An entirely different program would be preferred by Harwell. “I think what would be palatable to a supermajority is if this were given to us in a block grant and we could devise a program the way we wanted without federal strings attached. I do think we could, given the expertise in health care in Nashville and Memphis, we could design a program that would be more cost effective," Harwell said (Locker, 2015).
3. State Representative Steve McManus, R-Cordova

Representative Steve McManus said that Insure Tennessee “still looks to me to be Medicaid expansion, with very similar attributes to traditional Obama Medicaid expansion” (Boucher, 2015a). “Unless I just see the light, then I can't support it,” McManus said.

4. Andrew Ogles, Tennessee State Director for Americans for Prosperity

According to the Associated Press (2014b), Andrew Ogles expressed Americans for Prosperity’s disappointment in Governor Haslam’s decision to implement “more of Obamacare in Tennessee” by supporting Insure Tennessee.

5. Justin Owen, President & CEO of the Beacon Center of Tennessee

Justin Owen argued that Medicaid expansion may not be easily “rolled back if a state chooses” (Pradhan, 2015). At a House Insurance and Banking Committee hearing, he asked “can you trust the federal government?”

6. Jeff Spalding, former Executive Director of the Tennessee Fiscal Review Committee

Jeff Spalding reported that “Gov. Bill Haslam's controversial Insure Tennessee health plan will cost more than $15 million annually to administer, and it's impossible to definitively determine the potential economic benefits of the plan” (Boucher, 2015b). In addition, Boucher noted that “the administration has never mentioned any additional administrative costs with the plan.”
F. Summary of Arguments

**Arguments for Medicaid expansion**

Accepting Medicaid expansion would improve the state economy, promote better health outcomes for citizens in the state, reduce costs of treating patients, and keep some hospitals open that may be in danger of closing.

**Arguments against Medicaid expansion**

Accepting Medicaid expansion would increase the federal deficit and cost too much for the state government. Even if the federal government promises that Medicaid expansion will not cost additional money for the state, the federal government cannot be trusted to fulfill their promise.

III. Analysis

If winning re-election is the only goal of an incumbent politician, the governors of five states—Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee—should not have accepted Medicaid expansion prior to the Republican primaries in 2014 (AL, GA, SC, TN) and 2015 (MS).

The Republican primary election was more important for the five governors than the general election. After winning a competitive Republican primary election, each governor would face an easier opponent to defeat in the general election. The choice between supporting or opposing Medicaid expansion would have an impact on the 2014 and 2015 Republican primary election. Support of a provision of the Affordable Care Act—one of the signature accomplishments of Barack Obama’s presidency—would have a negative impact on a candidate
in a Republican primary in any of one of the five states. Even if the merits of Medicaid expansion exceeded the drawbacks in the eyes of Republican primary voters in each of the five states, the complicated nature of the legislation makes it difficult to explain to voters.

**Importance of Republican Primary Election**

**Primary vs. General Election in 2010 and 2011**

Bentley (AL), Deal (GA), Bryant (MS), Haley (SC), and Haslam (TN) received a larger percentage of the vote in their 2010 general election than their 2010 Republican primary election, with the exception of Haley’s 2010 Republican primary runoff. Three of the five—Bentley, Deal, and Haley—were unable to win the Republican nomination without a runoff. Both Bentley and Deal finished in second place in their initial 2010 Republican primary election. Of the five 2010 general elections, only one Democratic candidate for governor (Vincent Sheheen of South Carolina) received more than 45% of the vote. The remaining four Democratic candidates received 43.9% (AL), 43% (GA), 39% (MS), and 33.1% (TN).

**Political Environment in 2010 and 2011**

According to The Cook Political Report (2010), the governor races in Tennessee and South Carolina were ranked as likely Republican. Alabama was ranked as lean Republican, and Georgia was ranked as a toss-up. Despite the toss-up prediction, Nathan Deal won the governor race in Georgia by ten points over the Democratic candidate. According to The Cook Political Report (2011), the governor race in Mississippi was ranked as likely Republican.

**Importance of Most Recent Gubernatorial Elections**

When predicting the political environment in an upcoming election, the most recent election offers valuable information to consider. The 2010 and 2011 general election results
demonstrate that the five Republican candidates for governor had significant political advantages over their Democratic counterparts. Georgia’s governor race—the closest predicted race by the respected Cook Political Report—resulted in a significant victory for the Republican candidate. All four other races shared a similar result. However, the 2010 and 2011 Republican primary elections proved to be more competitive. A 2014 or 2015 Republican candidate for governor in one of the five states could expect an easier challenger in their general election than their primary election. The latter race deserves additional attention because a candidate will likely be unable to win in a general election without winning the nomination of either the Republican Party or Democratic Party. When considering Medicaid expansion in the context of its political impact on a Republican primary election in one of the five states, a prospective candidate would find that the costs outweigh the benefits. Republican primary election voters in five of the most conservative states in the nation would likely oppose Medicaid expansion—an expansion of the federal government and a signature legislative accomplishment of the leader of the Democratic Party, President Barack Obama. Support for Medicaid expansion prior to the Republican primary election may not guarantee defeat for any gubernatorial candidate in one of the five states, but it would have a net negative effect on the likelihood of victory. Given the two choices of supporting or opposing Medicaid expansion, opposing the policy would give a prospective candidate a better opportunity to win their Republican primary election in one of the five states.

Impact of Tea Party

The Tea Party—a conservative movement within the Republican Party—changed the political landscape in 2010. “Many mainstream Republicans, including Bob Bennett in Utah, Charlie Crist in Florida, Lisa Murkowski in Alaska, Sue Lowdon in Nevada, and Mike Castle in Delaware, lost their primaries to Tea Party candidates” (Williamson, Skocpol, & Coggin, 2011,
Bentley (AL), Deal (GA), Bryant (MS), Haley (SC), and Haslam (TN) won their first election for governor in 2010 or 2011. They understood the political power of conservative voters within the Republican Party. Support for Medicaid expansion could anger supporters of the Tea Party movement. In an election year without a growing conservative movement within the Republican Party, Medicaid expansion would be a difficult policy to support in a conservative state. The Tea Party made it even more difficult to support. If one of the five governors supported Medicaid expansion prior to their 2014 or 2015 Republican primary election, a challenger could gain the support of the Tea Party by opposing the policy. It would create a dangerous political environment for any of the five incumbent governors.

**Influence of Time of Elections**

Four of the five governor races (AL, GA, SC, TN) occur during midterm elections. The fifth race (MS) takes place in the year between a midterm election and presidential election. While Mississippi’s gubernatorial races do not occur during midterm elections, it shares the distinguishing feature of a midterm election—not having a presidential candidate on the ballot.

Wasserman (2013) found the following:

Midterm elections have always drawn older voters, and usually drawn white voters, to the polls in disproportionate numbers. Older voters are less transient, have grown deeper roots in their local communities, and pay much more attention to non-presidential elections than their younger counterparts. In the 1980s, that didn't hold partisan consequences. Today, that amounts to a built-in midterm turnout advantage for Republicans.

The same voters that help Republicans in midterm elections today also ensure that a conservative candidate wins the Republican primary midterm election. Not only are the average Republican
primary midterm election voters a conservative subset of presidential general election voters and people that identify as Republicans, they are a conservative subset of the already more conservative midterm general election voters. The political circumstances encourage a Republican candidate in one of the five states to oppose liberal policies if they want to win the primary election.

**Conclusion**

The gubernatorial election procedure in each of the five states in 2014 and 2015 made it difficult for an incumbent Republican governor to support Medicaid expansion and win re-election. Covering more people with Medicaid would increase the size of the federal government. Supporting this policy would be politically dangerous for any of the five incumbent Republican governors. A challenger could declare their candidacy, and portray themselves as more conservative than the incumbent governor by opposing Medicaid expansion. In a Republican gubernatorial primary election in any of the five states, this hypothetical challenger could cause substantial political damage to an incumbent Republican governor.

**Connection to President Barack Obama**

**National Republicans and President Obama**

In a 2010 National Review interview, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said “the single most important thing we want to achieve is for President Obama to be a one-term president” (Kessler, 2012). Republicans in the U.S. Congress did not approve of the Obama Administration. According to *The New York Times* (2009), The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act—also called “Obamacare”—did not receive a single yes vote from a Republican in the U.S. Senate. And every Republican voted no on the bill in the U.S House of
Representatives (Murray & Montgomery, 2010). Medicaid expansion is one of the primary components of the Affordable Care Act. The 2010 statement from the highest ranking Republican in the U.S. Senate about the desire to make President Obama a one-term president—and unanimous Republican opposition to the Affordable Care Act in both houses of Congress—demonstrates that Medicaid expansion would be politically difficult for any elected Republican official to support in the United States.

**Republicans in Five Southern States and President Obama**

While Medicaid expansion is politically difficult to support for any Republican across the nation, it could be more challenging in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee. Many Republicans that voted against the Affordable Care Act represented people in states that voted for Barack Obama in 2008 and/or 2012. They could face negative electoral consequences for voting against one of President Obama’s signature legislative accomplishments. However, according to *The Washington Post* (n.d.), none of the five listed states voted for Barack Obama in 2008 or 2012. His margin of defeat increased in four of the five states from 2008 to 2012. A governor in one of the five state could earn approval of the majority of the general election electorate by opposing President Obama and the Affordable Care Act. Turning down Medicaid expansion would be one way to do it. Supporting the legislation in the Republican primary—where the electorate is more conservative than in the general election—would have greater negative electoral consequences.

**Impact of Polarization**

Polarization during President Obama’s time in office limits the political ability of Republicans to compromise with Democrats. His 4th, 5th, and 6th years in office polled as three of the five years with the largest gap in average approval ratings among Republicans and
Democrats, from 1953-2014 (Jones, 2015). During his 6th year, the time of the gubernatorial re-election campaigns for four of the five governors, President Obama’s average approval among Republicans hit its lowest point between 2009 and 2014 (9%). In a Republican primary election, the electorate is likely to be almost entirely Republican. It would be difficult to politically justify supporting Medicaid expansion—a component of the legislation called “Obamacare”—in a primary election where only 9% of the electorate is expected to approve of President Obama. Each governor could earn more political support among Republicans by opposing President Obama than supporting him.

Conclusion

There is a connection between Medicaid expansion and President Obama. Medicaid expansion is a key feature of the Affordable Care Act. Supporting any policy that is associated with President Obama could be dangerous for one of the five governors before their Republican primary election in 2014 or 2015. If one of them supported Medicaid expansion, a challenger could portray the incumbent as a supporter of President Obama for supporting Medicaid expansion. This political positioning to the right of an incumbent Republican governor in a conservative state could earn significant support from the Republican primary electorate. Any of the governors could increase their chances of defeating a primary challenger by opposing a president unpopular among Republicans. It would decrease their chances of being portrayed as a supporter of President Obama. The decision may not guarantee victory in the primary, but it could help the five incumbent governors win.
Complicated Legislation

Tennessee Simulation

Governor Haslam of Tennessee was the only incumbent that worked with the Obama Administration to obtain federal funding intended for Medicaid expansion in his state. The remaining four governors did not support any form of Medicaid expansion in their states. Governor Deal of Georgia effectively eliminated his own ability to accept Medicaid expansion in his state by signing House Bill 990 on April 15, 2014, about a month before the Republican primary election on May 20, 2014. While Governor Haslam’s decision—made after the Republican primary and general election of 2014—to support Insure Tennessee did not have any electoral consequences for him, it offers a simulation of what could have happened if all of the five governors accepted Medicaid expansion before their primary elections in 2014 or 2015.

Arguments for Insure Tennessee

Several Republican and Democratic elected officials supported Insure Tennessee. The legislation would not be paid for by taxpayers in Tennessee: the federal government and private organizations would cover all of the costs. If the state turned down the opportunity to expand Medicaid, federal tax revenue—intended to fund Medicaid expansion in the state—generated from citizens of Tennessee would be spent elsewhere. In addition, the injection of federal funds to support Medicaid expansion in Tennessee would support the growth of the state’s economy.

Arguments against Insure Tennessee

However, some criticisms of the Insure Tennessee demonstrate why it could be difficult to explain the merits of Medicaid expansion to voters. According to Jeff Spalding, former executive director of the Tennessee Fiscal Review Committee, the “estimated fiscal impact to commerce in the state as a result of the proposed legislation cannot be reasonably determined
due to a number of unknown factors” (Boucher, 2015b). Also, Boucher notes that there was an additional $15 million in administrative costs in Spalding’s report about Insure Tennessee that were not mentioned by the Haslam Administration.

Assumptions of Fiscal Projections

Any projected fiscal estimate requires assumptions about the future. The University of Tennessee, Knoxville Center for Business & Economic Research found that the additional health care spending from Insure Tennessee would “create $909 million in new income for residents of the state,” and “support 15,000 full-time equivalent jobs in Tennessee” (Fox, Harris, & Murray, 2015, p. 9). Its assessment relies on assumptions about the future that may not be true. Spalding’s statement about “reasonably” determining Insure Tennessee’s impact on commerce in the state demonstrates that analysts can disagree about what assumptions are acceptable.

Voter Outlook

When explaining the merits of Inure Tennessee or Medicaid expansion to voters, the validity of various fiscal projections is not the primary concern. Instead, could a politician explain to voters—many of which do not have applied economic training—that one projection is more accurate than another? In the case of Insure Tennessee, two politicians with diametrically opposed viewpoints about the legislation could cite different projections from respected institutions to support their conclusions. Voters would then be left to examine the reports on their own to weigh the merits of each argument: a difficult task for people without knowledge of economic research methods and techniques.

Reputation of Affordable Care Act

The challenge of explaining Medicaid expansion to voters is compounded by the reputation of the Affordable Care Act. Former U.S. Senator Tom Harkin (D-Iowa), one of the
co-authors of the law, laments the “complex, convoluted” system that it created (Bolton, 2014). In addition, Supreme Court Chief Justice John G. Roberts wrote that the Affordable Care Act “contains more than a few examples of inartful drafting,” and it “does not reflect the type of care and deliberation that one might expect of such significant legislation” (Whitman, 2015). These comments indicate that many voters are unlikely to understand the Affordable Care Act.

**Challenge of Supporting the Expansion**

If one of the five governors supported Medicaid expansion during their re-election campaign, they would need to explain the merits of the policy better than opponents could explain its weaknesses. Otherwise, they may not be elected to another term. Supporters of Medicaid expansion argue that it is cost-effective. If one of the five governors supported it, they could rely on respected academic research to support their position. However, as Jeff Spalding’s report demonstrates, economic researchers can disagree about fiscal projections.

**Consequences of One Report**

If there is a single respected report that questions the accuracy of another report used to support Medicaid expansion, the argument may be disregarded by voters. They may not understand the underlying logic and methods of the projections. If there is disagreement among researchers, voters may rely on their preconceived notions about the legislation because they may feel incapable of assessing the validity of multiple economic reports with divergent conclusions. Given the Affordable Care Act’s reputation for being complicated, voters may find it difficult to accurately predict the costs and benefits of one of its key components: Medicaid expansion.
Conclusion

The best political argument does not always have the strongest evidence to support it. If any of the five governors supported Medicaid expansion during their re-election campaign, a Republican challenger could use the position to defeat them. The challenger could effectively neutralize the cost-effective argument of Medicaid by finding a respected report that does not share a positive conclusion about the policy. Cost-effectiveness is the most effective argument for supporters of Medicaid expansion. If the argument is lost, the incumbent governor may not be able to persuade the Republican primary electorate in their respective state that they deserve another term.

IV. Conclusion

Five incumbent Southern governors—Bentley, Deal, Bryant, Haley, and Haslam—sought re-election in 2014 and 2015. Prior to their Republican primary election, each governor was encouraged to take a position of policies such as Medicaid expansion. The political implications of each policy position were weighed. All five governors opposed Medicaid expansion prior to their Republican primary election; all five governors won their Republican primary election and general election. For three reasons, each governor improves their chance of re-election by opposing Medicaid expansion before the Republican primary election. The Republican primary electorate in the five states rewards conservative candidates. Medicaid expansion’s connection to President Barack Obama makes the policy politically difficult to support for each of the five governors. Finally, the strongest argument for Medicaid expansion—its cost-effectiveness—is difficult to explain to voters.
Further Research Opportunities

According to Ballotpedia (n.d.), all five governors are restricted from serving for more than two consecutive terms. Further research could examine the implications of supporting Medicaid expansion when there are no electoral consequences of the decision. After Governor Haslam of Tennessee won election for a second consecutive term, he supported a policy to bring federal funds intended for Medicaid expansion to his state. Currently, the remaining four governors oppose Medicaid expansion. But they may support the policy before their terms end. The recently elected Governor of Louisiana—a state similar to AL, GA, MS, SC, and TN—campaigned in support of Medicaid expansion. Shortly after winning election to his first term in 2015, Governor John Bel Edwards of Louisiana issued an executive order to expand Medicaid in his state. The political environment in the South may be changing. Additional governors in Southern states may follow Governor Haslam and Governor John Bel Edward’s lead.
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